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Enjoyed this video? Join my Locals community for exclusive content at

stephenhorn.locals.com!

I was in DC today when the capitol was stormed. This is the full, unedited footage I

took. It contains mature content. A few notes about what I witnessed:

The people inside the capitol were not, by and large, antifa. If there were antifa

involved in the criminality that occurred, they only formed a small percentage.

This was not a peaceful protest. I saw many instances of pushing against police

officers, as well as a at least one instance where a barrage of projectiles was thrown.

Once we were inside, it seemed there were at least as many in the crowd trying to

actively prevent harm to police officers as there were who were trying to attack them

or push them back.

I was a little surprised at the lack of property destruction I witnessed, compared to

some of the left wing riots in Raleigh that happened this year. While I did see a

broken mirror and other destruction in Rep. Pelosi's office, I did not see much

destruction for destruction's sake.

I did not see the incident in which a woman was shot by capitol (now ID'd as Ashli

Babbitt), I did see a man who appeared to have fallen from some height and was

laying on an improvised stretcher. Someone who appeared to be examining him said

he had broken both his legs. I don't know if this was accurate, or if he ended up being

one of the three others confirmed to have died in "medical emergencies" at the scene.

I did not enter the capitol building as part of the protest, or for cheap thrills, but to

accurately document and record a significant event which was taking place. Feel free

to share, download, repost this video or any clip from it.
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